
Summary for the Too Long Didn’t Read Crowd: 

Change in control happened end of 2018, when Tom and Ron Berman took control.  Company has shed 
all loans and bad debt / NO dilution. 

They have 1 Billionaire already on the board of directors, Howard Westerman. 

They have the CEO/Director Tom Berman and his father, also a director, Ron Berman who are as close as 
it gets to the Dan Gilbert (7.2 bil net worth, owner of Cavs, owner of Quicken Loans).  They founded 
Quicken Loans together. 

And on 2/14/2020 they added Todd Lunsford as a director.  Who is a lifelong (20+ years) Executive for 
Dan Gilbert and the Quicken Loans empire.  He is currently Chairman of RocketLoans.  He always leads 
Dan Gilbert’s new startups as CEO, this is his first foray into the public market, and in my opinion very 
likely done so on Dan’s behalf. 

Also on 2/14/2020, they added Leandro Vera as CFO.  Leandro Vera has been CEO of 100 mil rev 
annually, Ergomation, before selling it and making a fortune.  Then he was COO of Reverie, another 
$100 mil annual rev company.  Lately he founded Swiftmile and is the current CFO.  They are HUGE, 
backed by Verizon, partners with Google, Tesla, SpaceX, US AirForce, Verizon, and many other top 
companies in the world. 

Also on 2/14/2020, they uplisted to OTCQB. 

Some big things are in motion here.  Leo and Todd have never been in the public market sector before, 
very out of character.  I for one cannot wait to find out and MARCH IS COMING.  Per IR, updates will be 
given in the 10K.   

 

READ BELOW FOR EXTENDED DD on the BOARD MEMBERS, SHARE STRUCTURE, and CURRENT 
COMPANY BUSINESS. 

 

 

 

 

 

Let me tell you how a 7.2 Billion Dollar Empire is taking over PENC (Pen Inc.) 

 

The 7.2 Billion Empire is Dan Gilbert’s.  He is #93 on Forbes Richest Persons list.  He owns Rock Ventures 
/ Quicken Loans / Cleveland Cavaliers and 100s of other companies.  Take some time to DD this guy so 
you know how big this empire is. 



 



 

 

How and Why? 

The management team at PENC are within Dan Gilbert’s circle, closest of close.  Let me show you how 
close! 

 

Ronald J. Berman (Director of PENC – 10%+ Owner): 

Since 1996 Ronald J. Berman has been a director of PENC.  He is, by at least 15 years, the longest serving 
director.  He controls this company and always has for 23 years. 



 

 

 

So to summarize – Ronald J. Berman gave Dan Gilbert(#96 FORBES) his first job in the 1980s.  Together 
they founded the 7.2 Billion empire that is now known as Quicken Loans/ Rock Ventures, as well as 
multiple other companies (BEG Enterprises for one – aka Berman, Eller, and Gilbert Enterprises). 

 They are lifelong friends and partners.   

 

Tom J. Berman (DIRECTOR, CEO, PRESIDENT OF PENC ; Manager of PEN COMEBACK LLC and PEN 
COMEBACK 2 LLC ): 

 

In October 2018, Tom J. Berman, son of Ronald J. Berman, became the CEO and President of PENC.  He is 
the manager of these unknown companies - PEN Comeback LLC and PEN Comeback 2 LLC.  Both of these 
companies have purchased around 5 million restricted shares since Tom J. Berman took over end of 
2018.  They own around 75% of the Outstanding Shares of PENC. 



 



 

 

**So Tom Berman is running the ship here since end of 2018 and his mysterious PEN Comeback 
companies own 65%+ of the company. 

 

He is the son of Ron Berman, who is a lifelong friend of Dan Gilbert(emperor). 

Does he have his own ties to Dan Gilbert?  Why yes he does…. 



 



 

 

Not ONLY that, but guess what… Dan Gilbert, gave Tom Berman his first job, just like Ron Berman gave 
Dan Gilbert his first job.  Check this out. 



 

@Cavsdan is Dan Gilbert. 

 

So we have established Tom Berman and Dan Gilbert are pretty close as well.  Its like, Ron is Dan’s 
lifelong friend, I’m going to give his son his first job, just like Ron Berman gave me. 



BUT, Tom Berman is very established in his own right.  He was an executive with Reverie/aka Ascion and 
helped turn it into a $100 mil behemoth. 

 

So, looking at Ron Berman and Tom Berman, it is pretty obvious they are very close to Dan Gilbert.  
Partners, friends, mentors, etc.  DDing Dan Gilbert also shows a strong loyalty to those he knows and 
has worked with in the past.  Marc Eller for instance, another founder of Quicken Loans and BEG 
Enterprises (Berman , Eller, Gilbert Enterprises) from the 1980s,  Dan Gilbert has bought out one of 
Eller’s companies being Bueller Enterprises and brought it into the Quicken Loans empire. 

 

 

 

This DD alone would have me thinking, holy sh*t, these guys are in the immediate circle of one of the 
richest guys in the world and one of the biggest PRIVATE enterprises in the world. 

They took control end of 2018, under the guise of PEN COMEBACK LLC.  They own 75%+ between Ron 
and Tom and the PEN Comeback entities, and they purchased millions of warrants at $1.50 and $2.00. 

That alone would have me excited and running down this rabbithole. 

 



BUT the nail in the coffin happened on 2/14/2020 when the 8k hit. 

 

They announced Todd Lunsford is now a director of PENC as well. 

 

 

TODD LUNSFORD (DIRECTOR of PENC, CHAIRMAN of ROCKET LOANS, a QuickenLoans Company) 

 

Todd Lunsford has been working for Dan Gilbert since the 1990s.  He was Chief Information Officer of 
QuickenLoans from 2000-2007, then moved into the role of Chief Marketing Officer until 2009, then 
became President of FatHeads Inc (huge company owned by Dan Gilbert as well).  Then became a 
partner in Rockbridge Growth Equity(another Dan Gilbert owned company) until 2015.  Then became 
the CEO of Dan Gilbert’s newest loan company – RocketLoans.  He has been the CEO/Chairman of 
RocketLoans since 2015. 



 



 

Todd has been with Dan Gilbert since 1997, in huge executive roles, and often appointed CEO of the 
new companies Dan Gilbert purchases.  This guy has been Dan Gilbert’s right hand man to lead the 
charge on new ventures.  Check this out: 



 

Todd has not worked anywhere else since 1997, always been on Dan Gilbert’s hip.  And now he is 
appointed Director of a PENC, in which 2 of Dan Gilbert’s other close friends already control, being Ron 
and Tom Berman. 

 

 

So AS OF 2/14/2020 , we have THREE extremely close and active ties with Dan Gilbert (7.2 BILLION 
DOLLAR MAN).  Partners, Executives, Friends, Founders, Best friends son, etc…  

There is no doubt in my mind that Dan Gilbert and the Quicken Loans/Rock Ventures empire is involved 
here. 

 

Dan Gilbert and Ron Berman IPOed Quicken Loans originally in 1996 and later sold it to Intuit for $525 
mil, then Dan bought It back a few years later.  They are no stranger to IPOs. 

Dan has proven the loyalty aspect, he works with people he knows and that’s it. 

The question now is, is Dan buying out PENC and the 250+ patents they hold and bringing serious money 
behind it, or is Dan reverse merging his entities into it?  Either way, this is gold.  The connections don’t 
get much clearer. 

 

EXTENDED DD: 

 

I overlooked this on my first run through of the company, but check this out. 

 

Leandro Vera – CFO , also added on 2/14/2020 with Todd Lunsford. 



 

 



 

 

 

The Leandro Vera addition is a huge one , and also indicates the company has something very special 
brewing.  Joining a public company is out of character for him.  He was CEO of Ergomotion Inc, a 
company doing $100 mil a year.  After that he was COO of Reverie, also a company that does $100 mil a 
year.  He worked at Reverie with PENC CEO , Tom Berman.  He is currently the founder and CFO of 
SwiftMile.  They are basically an international company who are on the forefront of the micromobility 
craze hitting cities all over the world (electric scooters, bikes, drones, etc.).  They are backed financially 
by many huge investors, including Verizon.  Their partners include, Google, Tesla, SpaceX, Verizon, Ford, 
and many more.  Doesn’t get much bigger there, will be a $1 Billion dollar company soon. 

 

So what is he doing joining PENC?????????????????????  What is Todd Lunsford, an established 
Executive for one of the largest private conglomerates in the world doing joining PENC????? 



They also just uplisted to OTCQB on 2/14/2020, the same day as adding Todd and Leandro. 

 

SOMETHING BIG IS COMING. 

 

 

Additional DD 

 

What’s better than one billionaire involved with a company?  2 of course. 

 

Howard Westerman – Director of PENC and 2.43% Owner 

 BILLIONAIRE, #194 on Forbes 

 



Dan Gilbert floating around this one, and Howard Westerman already involved.  I count 2 Billionaires. 

 

 

 

 

ADDITIONAL DD 

 

 

We have a 772 k float, 1 Mil unrestricted shares company, that is 80% insider owned. 

 



 

 

 

SINCE END OF 2018 , Tom Berman took control. 

 

His father, Ron Berman, and himself have taken it upon themselves to shed all debt.  They have 
purchased over $1.4 million worth of restricted shares, and they have wiped the balance sheet of all 
loans.  There is no convertible debt or outstanding shares from noteholders.  No Dilution here at all. 

 



I have never seen a better management team trading at a sub $5 million market cap, and they won’t 
be flying under the radar much longer. 

They have over 250+ patents at their disposal. 

 

They just received a new patent on 10/15/2019 that effectively kills CoronaVirus 99.99% of the time. 

 



So the question that remains now is… Did they hit a jackpot somewhere with their Patent portfolio?  
OR are they acquiring via RM one of the many successful business these people are associated with. 

That list includes: 

Reverie 

StockX 

Rock Ventures 

Swiftmile   

And many more in Dan Gilbert’s portfolio. 

 

You don’t hire Leo and Todd for nothing.  You don’t uplist for nothing. 

 

The 10K is due in March 2020, and their investor relations department told me to expect updates on 
what is going on. 

 

 

 


